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GPCE has enjoyed a 26-year outstanding track record of bringing together frontline healthcare 
professionals to share best practice, network, learn, and engage with one another. I’m a big 
believer that live events will continue to unite communities and drive business forward and 
that’s why I’m looking forward to welcoming you all back strongly to GPCE in 2021.

Planning is well under way and we are excited to announce some big developments for GPCE 
2021, including our first ever 130 point CPD event. Our new blended learning program will 
allow GPs to tackle their CPD requirements through a single program of blended online and 
live learning at the GPCE of their choice. This opportunity is in addition to our regular program 
and is designed to help GPs that missed out on opportunities in 2020 or for those that wish to 
tackle the triennium’s requirements in one sitting.

We’ve also put engagement strategies in the driving seat to ensure you get the best possible 
ROI. With new exhibition layouts, new passport competitions, new sponsorship and digital 
marketing packages all designed to put your business front of mind.

So whether you’re partnering with us to generate new leads, educate this 
highly influential audience, or simply to put your business front of mind, 
GPCE 2021 will have the solution for you.

Welcome to GPCE

Mike Simmonds
Event Director
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GPCE
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Dr Anita Sharma Dr Gary Deed A/Prof Gary Kilov Dr Joe Kosterich

Dr Jagdeesh 
Singh Dhaliwal

Dr Mike Browne A/Prof Ralph 
Audehm

Dr Simon Cowap



The GPCE attracts the largest concentration of Australian GPs annually. The conference series is fully 
accredited by RACGP and ACRRM and is a one-stop-shop for delegates to learn, earn CPD points, discover 
the latest medical innovations and interact with peers and industry leaders – all across one weekend.

Who we are

As an independent third party medical conference, we are recognised as a trusted source for medical education. 
Our vision for 2021 is to bring together a stronger clinical program that is relevant and thought-provoking to 
GPs from all stages of their professional career. Our conference offers a range of sponsorship and trade exhibitor 
opportunities to place your company brand, products or services in front of a captive audience in four states. 

2021 events
Potential customers delivered to you

Anticipated attendance: 1,000 delegates

GPCE Sydney
14-16 May 2021

Sydney Showground, Sydney Olympic Park

Anticipated attendance: 300 delegates

GPCE Perth
24-25 July 2021

Crown Perth

Anticipated attendance: 550 delegates

GPCE Brisbane
10-12 September 2021

Brisbane Convention & Exhibition Centre

Anticipated attendance: 1,000 delegates

GPCE Melbourne
12-14 November 2021

Melbourne Convention & Exhibition Centre
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Develop personal and direct
relationships with new and
existing customers

Raise your profile and 
presence in the primary 
healthcare sector

Promote your products and
services

Ability to respond to 
the emerging market

Add value and substance to 
your brand

Communicate your commitment 
and support to the delivery of 
quality healthcare

Access hundreds of HCPs under 
one roof over 2 - 3 days across 
the GPCE network

Build a quality database

Why exhibit?
In an average week only 50% of GPs make time for rep visits and only 1% of those that do, allow 3 or more 
visits*. GPs are not only time-poor, but as generalists the care they provide is inherently varied.**

GPCE is your opportunity to physically engage over 2,500 primary healthcare professionals who are invested 
in their professional development and want to stay current with the industry.

*ThinkGP survey 2019
**RACGP Health of the Nation report 2019



Exhibition stand packages
Sydney, Brisbane and Melbourne

4m2 9m2 18m2

Standard package
Standard 
package

Premium 
package

Standard 
package

Premium 
package

 Sydney $4,612 $9,377 $9,897 $17,954 $18,834

 Brisbane $4,284 $8,264 $8,757 $15,428 $16,254

 Melbourne $4,912 $9,677 $10,197 $18,254 $19,134
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Add your furniture

Walk-on package A
Furniture inclusion:
1 x Round bar table
2 x Bar stools
1 x Small lockable cupboard
Price: $550.00

Walk-on package B
Furniture inclusion:
1 x Round bar table
2 x Bar stools
1 x Small lockable cupboard
1 x Magazine rack
Price: $750.00

Walk-on package C
Furniture inclusion:
1 x Round coffee table
4 x Chairs
1 x Large lockable cupboard
1 x Magazine rack
Price: $950.00

Actively promote your products or services and generate new leads to strengthen your HCP database.  
An exhibition stand is your focal meeting point at the GPCE to facilitate discussion between your staff 
and target GPs.

Availabilities near premium locations such as catering and entrance are limited so contact us today to 
discuss your options. 

* Basic Bronze web listing and print marketing listing only available for Standard package.
* Enhanced Silver web listing and print marketing listing only available for Premium package.

Inclusions: Public liability insurance
Walls (2.4m tall)

Company name sign (30cm tall)

Spotlights
Power
Branded digital marketing
(including: email banner, web banner, social tiles and an HTML email template)

Web listing and print marketing listing*
Lead scanner and tracker app (Emperia)
2 x GP delegate conference tickets (full access to event)

All prices are excluding GST



Table-top display
Perth
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Are you a NFP?
Ask us about our NFP rates!

Book multiple shows and save
Book an exhibition stand at 2 GPCE events & 

receive a 5% discount off your space

Book an exhibition stand at 3 GPCE events & 
receive a 10% discount off your space

Secure your package for GPCE 2021
To secure any of the packages at GPCE please contact the sales team for a booking form

The exhibition at GPCE Perth is a table-top display strictly limited to 25 exhibitors over 2 days.  Benefit from 
our all-inclusive exhibition package designed to promote quality discussion with WA HCPs leading up to and 
on site at this intimate event. 

Contact our team today for current availabilities and to secure your table-top.

Table-top display

 Perth $9,675

Inclusions: Display space
1 x Trestle table
2 x Chairs
Public liability insurance
Power
Branded digital marketing
(including: email banner, web banner, social tiles and an HTML email template)

Web listing and print marketing listing 
Lead scanner and tracker app (Emperia)
2 x GP delegate conference tickets (full access to event)

All prices are excluding GST



Education sponsor
Sydney, Perth, Brisbane and Melbourne

The 2021 GPCE conference program will include new clinical contents to pique GP interest and close the 
knowledge gap in identified areas of unmet need. Sponsor a presentation and be recognised by your target 
audience as experts in your therapeutic or industry area.

We would like to particularly encourage abstract submissions for education in the areas of women’s health, 
mental health, diabetes & other chronic conditions.

The Plenary meeting package includes the opportunity 
to deliver a Keynote address. A Keynote presentation 
will be allocated 1 hour with question time. Limited 
to 1 session per day of the conference, there are no 
concurrent sessions during Keynote address.

Plenary meeting package
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*up to 2 pop-up banners at GPCE Sydney, Brisbane, Melbourne; 1 pop-up banner at GPCE Perth
**unavailable at GPCE Perth
All prices are excluding GST

 Sydney $20,536

 Perth $19,988

 Brisbane $20,656

 Melbourne $20,836

Brisbane - 09 May 2021
Melbourne - 11 July 2021

Abstract submission cut-off

Inclusions: 1 hour Keynote sponsorship
Content review and approval for CPD (RACGP & ACRRM)
Administration of 2 CPD points RACGP or 1 PDP hour ACRRM
Delegate phone sales and digital marketing support
Logo and recognition in Registration Brochure
Logo and recognition in Event Guide
Logo and recognition in pre-event email
Recognition on GPCE website with hyperlink
Opportunity to place pop-up banners outside Keynote room* (provided by sponsor)

Lead scanner and tracker app (Emperia)
Education report with total number of attendees
2 x GP delegate conference tickets (full access to event)
1 x Full page Event Guide advert (supplied by sponsor)

1 x Leaderboard advert featured in pre-event email (supplied by sponsor)

1 x GPCE city homepage leaderboard advert (6 weeks)

1 x Social media post
1 x Fascia logo**
1 x Entrance logo**

Anticipated
attendance
250 HCPs
per Keynote



Education sponsor
Sydney, Perth, Brisbane and Melbourne
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Inclusions: 6 hours of education sponsorship
Content review and approval for CPD (RACGP &ACRRM)
Administration of 40 CPD points RACGP or 6 PDP hours ACRRM
Delegate phone sales and digital marketing support
Logo and recognition in Registration Brochure
Logo and recognition in Event Guide
Logo and recognition in pre-event email
Recognition on GPCE website with hyperlink
Opportunity to place pop-up banners outside education room*(provided by sponsor)

Lead scanner and tracker app (Emperia)
Education report with total number of attendees
2 x GP delegate conference tickets (full access to event)

1 x Half page Event Guide advert (ad supplied by sponsor)

1 x Fascia logo**
1 x Entrance logo**

Anticipated
attendance

50 GPs
per ALM

 Sydney $17,578

 Perth $17,172

 Brisbane $17,831

 Melbourne $17,878

Brisbane - 09 May 2021
Melbourne - 11 July 2021

Abstract submission cut-off

*up to 2 pop-up banners at GPCE Sydney, Brisbane, Melbourne; 1 pop-up banner at GPCE Perth
**unavailable at GPCE Perth
All prices are excluding GST

The CPD Accredited ALM package includes the opportunity 
to deliver 6 hours of clinical education over multiple days of 
the conference. These in-depth education sessions provide 
40 CPD points and are held as concurrent sessions.

CPD Accredited ALM package
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Education sponsor
Sydney, Perth, Brisbane and Melbourne

Inclusions: 2 x 1 hour education sponsorship* (1 topic, repeated)

Content review and approval for CPD (RACGP & ACRRM)
Administration of 2 CPD points RACGP or 1 PDP hour ACRRM
Delegate phone sales and digital marketing support
Logo and recognition in Registration Brochure
Logo and recognition in Event Guide
Logo and recognition in pre-event email
Recognition on GPCE website with hyperlink
Opportunity to place pop-up banners outside education room**(provided by sponsor)

Lead scanner and tracker app (Emperia)
Education report with total number of attendees
2 x GP delegate conference tickets (full access to event)

1 x Quarter page Event Guide advert+ (ad supplied by sponsor) 

1 x Fascia logo++ 

1 x Entrance logo++

Anticipated
attendance
30 HCPs
per hour

 Sydney $8,793

 Perth $4,836

 Brisbane $8,994

 Melbourne $9,093

Brisbane - 09 May 2021
Melbourne - 11 July 2021

Abstract submission cut-off

* 1 x 1 hour session at GPCE Perth
** up to 2 pop-up banners at GPCE Sydney, Brisbane, Melbourne; 1 pop-up banner at GPCE Perth
+
 Half page Event Guide advert at GPCE Perth

++
 unavailable at GPCE Perth All prices are excluding GST

CPD Seminar/Workshop package includes 1 hour presentation time 
to engage a captive audience in an exclusive and intimate setting. 
These sessions provide 2 CPD points and are held as concurrent 
sessions.

CPD Seminar/Workshop package



Want to stand out from other 
exhibitors to hundreds of 
healthcare professionals?

Be a part of the GPCE Passport Competition!
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How to get involved

Keen to get involved? Contact our team today to avoid missing out. 

Be one of only 5 exhibitors to participate in our GPCE Passport Competition! As a participant, 
your brand and stand will be promoted to thousands of healthcare professionals in our 
multichannel pre-event and on site communications. All delegates will receive a Passport on 
entry to the GPCE and will be in with a chance of winning up to $5,000 simply by visiting our 
Passport Competition participants.

*The Passport Competition will not take place at GPCE Perth. Price is excluding GST.

The Passport Competition 
is designed to encourage 
HCPs to engage with 
participating exhibitors on 
their exhibition stand.

The participation fee of 
$1,000 will contribute 
towards the prize pool for 
one lucky GPCE delegate.

Limited to only 5 exhibitors 
per event, the opportunity 
is available on a first come, 
first serve basis. 



Welcome drinks sponsor
Exclusive sponsorship
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 Sydney $10,648

 Perth $9,964

 Brisbane $10,468

 Melbourne $10,648

As Welcome drinks sponsor, your brand will be promoted in a variety of digital and print 
communications in the build up to the event and on site. You will also have the exclusive 
opportunity to address all delegates at the commencement of the drinks reception, 
providing you with the prestigious opportunity to promote your brand, product or service.

Inclusions: PA announcement and MC acknowledgement of sponsorship
5 mins speaking opportunity at the start of the drinks
Logo and recognition in Registration Brochure
Logo and recognition in Event Guide
Logo and recognition in event specific email
Logo and recognition on GPCE website
Opportunity to place pop-up banners in the function area (provided by sponsor)

Opportunity to place marketing collateral around the function area (provided by sponsor)

2 x GP delegate conference tickets (full access to event)

6 x Sponsor staff tickets to the function
Opportunity to supply branded items such as table napkins
1 x Full page Event Guide advert
1 x Leaderboard advert featured in event specific email (banner supplied by sponsor)

1 x GPCE city homepage leaderboard advert (6 weeks, banner supplied by sponsor)

1 x Social media post
1 x Entrance logo*

* unavailable at GPCE Perth
All prices are excluding GST
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On site branding
Refreshment station sponsorship

 Sydney $5,873

 Perth $6,080

 Brisbane $5,774

 Melbourne $5,873

Inclusions: PA announcement to acknowledge sponsorship*

Logo and recognition in Event Guide

Logo and recognition on GPCE website

Opportunity to place pop-up banners in the catering     
area during morning and afternoon tea** (provided by sponsor)

Opportunity to place marketing collateral around the catering area   
(provided by sponsor)

2 x GP delegate conference tickets (full access to event)

1 x Quarter page Event Guide advert+

As Refreshment station sponsor, your brand will be featured in a variety of promotional emails sent to our 
engaged database in the build up to the event plus included in on site marketing communications. Your brand 
will feature prominently at our refreshment station allowing delegates to learn more about your company, 
products and services during morning and afternoon tea. By combining this sponsorship with an exhibition 
stand, delegates will have the opportunity to find you on site.

*unavailable at GPCE Perth
**up to 4 pop-up banners at GPCE Sydney, Brisbane, Melbourne; 2 pop-up banners at GPCE Perth
+Half page Event Guide advert at GPCE Perth
All prices are excluding GST
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*unavailable at GPCE Perth
**up to 4 pop-up banners at GPCE Sydney, Brisbane, Melbourne; 2 pop-up banners at GPCE Perth
All prices are excluding GST

On site branding
Conference lunch sponsorship
Conference lunch sponsorship provides brand exposure for your organisation prior to and during lunch. 
Your branded collateral will be placed strategically throughout the central catering hub to build brand 
awareness across multiple touchpoints.

Inclusions: PA announcement to acknowledge sponsorship*

Logo and recognition in Event Guide

Logo and recognition on GPCE website

Opportunity to place pop-up banners in the catering area during lunch**
(provided by sponsor)

Opportunity to place marketing collateral around the catering area    
(provided by sponsor)

2 x GP delegate conference tickets (full access to event)

1 x Half page Event Guide advert (ad supplied by sponsor)

1 x Social media post

1 x Leaderboard advert featured in event specific email (banner supplied by sponsor)

 Sydney $4,947

 Perth $4,854

 Brisbane $4,900

 Melbourne $4,947



On site branding
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Name badge sponsorship 
Company logo printed on event name badge
Exclusive sponsorship

 Sydney $4,120

 Perth $2,120

 Brisbane $3,444

 Melbourne $4,120

Satchel insert
Inclusion of 1 item in the satchel

 Sydney $4,325

 Perth $1,200

 Brisbane $2,955

 Melbourne $4,325

Satchel bag sponsorship 
Company logo printed on satchels alongside GPCE logo
Exclusive sponsorship

 Sydney $12,000

 Perth $2,790

 Brisbane $9,230

 Melbourne $12,000

Lanyard sponsorship
Company logo printed on event lanyards
Exclusive sponsorship

 Sydney $5,665

 Perth $2,120

 Brisbane $4,245

 Melbourne $5,665

There’s a number of on site branding opportunities to get your brand front and centre.

Satchels are handed out for free to all GPCE delegates and are used by delegates during and even after 
the events. Put your brand in their hands with one of the below sponsorship or insert opportunities.

Lanyards and badges are the most visible items at GPCE. Your logo will be prominently displayed on each 
delegate lanyard or badge throughout the event. Every attendee is required to wear a lanyard and badge to 
gain access to sessions, the exhibition and networking events meaning your brand will be worn by everyone 
for the duration of GPCE.

Looking for something different? Speak to your account manager today to discuss bespoke branding 
opportunities.

All prices are excluding GST
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Digital listing upgrade
Exhibition stand packages include either a Bronze or Silver digital listing to support the promotion of 
your stand. The listings are available on the GPCE website and extend your reach to thousands of visitors 
in the lead up to the event. Enhance your visibility for maximum impact by upgrading your listing today.

 Bronze 

Basic directory listing includes:
Company logo, company name, categories, stand number, description
Lead scanner and tracker app (Emperia)
Event Guide directory listing

Bronze is included in our standard exhibition stand package. 

All prices are excluding GST

 Silver $750

Upgrade to Silver

Basic directory listing includes:

Enhanced directory listing (more fields, expanded view and product 
images on the directory list) including:

Company logo, company name, categories, stand number, description
Lead scanner and tracker app (Emperia)
Event Guide directory listing

Brands
Why visit our stand

Products
Website

Email
Phone

Silver is included in our premium exhibition stand package.

example@abbott.com.au

0123 456 789

 Gold $1,000

Upgrade to Gold

Basic directory listing includes:
Company logo, company name, categories, stand number, description
Lead scanner and tracker app (Emperia)
Event Guide directory listing

Filter sponsorship to appear above all other exhibitors for a specific 
(single) search filter

i.e. For example Products & Service: Education, the selected exhibitor will appear 
at the top of the directory above all relevant exhibitors so they will be most 
visible exhibitor for that filter

Homepage feature to appear with the other Gold Exhibitors on a 
homepage carousel presenting either products or company information 
(limited to 10 exhibitors); will scroll between different Gold exhibitors. 

Note: Banner to be provided by customer. Option to promote company or products 300x300 banner 
or 300x195 banner with title and description

Enhanced directory listing (more fields, expanded view and 
product images on the directory list) including:

Brands
Why visit our stand

Products
Website

Email
Phone

Featured Exhibitors

PRODUCT DIRECTORY

Featured Exhibitors

Abbott Diabetes Care

Add to My Plan
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Advertising

Email and digital advertising

Banner: 728 pixels wide x 90 
pixels high supplied as a static 
gif or jpeg. Please also provide 

click-through web address.

Banner: 728 pixels wide x 90 
pixels high supplied as a static 
gif or jpeg. Please also provide 

click-through web address.

(Leaderboard banner) 560 
pixels wide x 75 pixels high 

supplied as a static gif or jpeg.

(Leaderboard banner) 560 
pixels wide x 75 pixels high 

supplied as a static gif or jpeg.
-

3,490
average unique 

pageviews

902
average unique 

pageviews

Up to

1,000
HCPs*

Up to 

38,000 
HCPs*

6,000
HCPs

6 weeks 6 weeks Per email Per email (1 per event) Per post

$1,750 $1,340 $895 $1,135 $415

GPCE
homepage

leaderboard

GPCE
city homepage 

leaderboard

GPCE
conversion email 

leaderboard advert

GPCE
registration email 

leaderboard

Social
media post

Impact

Price

Duration
/frequency

Specifications

We have a number of digital advertising opportunities across the GPCE website, social media platforms, and
our email marketing campaigns. By opting for a digital advertising opportunity, you’re reaching our extensive 
GPCE audience before the event.

* Subject to event campaign
All prices are excluding GST

GPCE Website
over 9,600 average sessions 

per month

Email Database
38,000 HCPs

Your ad here
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Print advertising

210mm(w) x 297mm(h)
Type safe area of

190mm(w) x 277mm(h)
5mm bleed + crop marks

185mm(w) x 130mm(h)
No bleed

90mm(w) x 130mm(h)
No bleed

$1,700 $905 $565

$1,450 $850 $455

$1,700 $905 $565

$1,360 $795 -

Full page Event Guide 
advert

Half page Event Guide 
advert

Quarter page Event 
Guide advert

Dimensions

Print 
advertising

Sydney

Brisbane

Melbourne

Perth*

The Event Guide is free of charge to all delegates, handed out on entry to the GPCE. It’s the most frequently 
used tool by delegates throughout the weekend, containing essential information including program details, 
a full exhibitor directory and the floor plan. Stand out from the directory listing with either a quarter, half or 
full page advert, giving your brand prominence over others.

*Dimensions for GPCE Perth advertising are different to the above. Please contact your account manager to discuss further.
All prices are excluding GST



Contact us

Eunji Blacklow | Sales Manager
02 9422 2452

eunji.blacklow@reedexpo.com.au

Jennifer Singleton | Account Manager
02 9422 2124

jennifer.singleton@reedexpo.com.au


